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Abstract

This study determines the appropriate collection and presentation on building surveying data. The researcher had narrow research area on company at Selangor state only. Company that the researcher approaches are SGS (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. and JKR Selangor. The researcher make interview with building surveyor at the company and distribute questionnaire to the specific individual.

The researcher wants to know the prior basic details of the property before surveying work. The researcher concluded that all the respondent agree with scope of instruction, client name, address/location, date, description/type, type, accommodation, size, current use, road and access, tenure, fire certificate and certificate of lease. Also, the researcher wants to investigate the method to gather data and information by building surveyor. The researcher concluded that all the respondents agree with visit to site, initial researcher, property owner, solicitor, local authority and other parties.

Also, the researchers concluded that all respondents agree that the present tense should be used for all matters of description in reports and the past tense should be used for all comments on condition; direct on-site dictation method; about to be included approximate building costs in reports; about to be included disclaimer of liability or exclusion clauses and the professional indemnity insurers in a report; important to set out clearly in the report what the client should to do; about it is common for surveyor subsequent dealings (discuss the report) with clients after the report been submitted; about it is prior to have a complaints handling procedure in place with the report; about it is particular to have a good report with excellent grammar and spelling; necessary to report on the design and construction, condition, cause of defects and remedial work required

From the questionnaire, there are several recommendations stated from the respondents. The recommendations are to suggest the appropriate collection and presentation on building surveying data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 STUDY BACKGROUND

Based on Wei, Chin, Majid, & Setan (n.d.) documentation and drawings are crucially important for many surveying field including building surveying in order for adequate analysis and management. Unfortunately, in the most cases of practice surveyor currently facing a hard challenge due to extreme difficulties to collect data in hazardous areas or impossible place. Furthermore, the constraint of data collection becomes one of the greater limitations due to the present information remains in paper format.

This is because the use of technologies their currently use are not practical and efficient enough to obtain the required data. All of their effort will have been completely wasted if the surveyor fails to present their data. The service the surveyor provides will be entirely judged on the method of presentation of the building surveying data. It will therefore realise that it is an extremely important skill for the surveyor to know the appropriate data collection method and presentation of building surveying data.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Based on Wei, Chin, Majid, & Setan (n.d.) the use of technologies that building surveyor currently use is not practical and efficient enough to obtain the required data they want. All of their effort will have been completely wasted if the surveyor fails to present their data appropriately. The service that the surveyor provides will be entirely judged on the method of presentation of the building surveying data. It will therefore realise that it is an extremely important skill for the surveyor to know the appropriate data collection method and presentation of building surveying data.